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CCIE Cisco IOS Features DHCP

	The eight-hour hands-on lab portion of the CCIE certification exams is the most rigorous part of becoming CCIE certified. These

videos will give you problem-solving knowledge, techniques and confidence to solve scenarios like those given on the exams. 

Meant to compliment our Cisco CCIE Certification Package, trainer Jeremy Cioara goes through a networking scenario in real-time

with you. He starts at setup, then covers diagnosing the problem, implementing an effective solution and debugging along the way. 

Because the videos follow Cioara through the problem solving process in real-time, it is easy to learn the thought processes behind

his techniques for identifying and solving network problems. By understanding why he solves problems in the ways that he does,

you'll be better at coming up with your own solutions for new problems that you come across.   These videos map to the exam

objectives for the CCIE lab exam, but they are just as useful on the job as on the exam. With the knowledge contained in these

videos, you will become better at running networks, whether you are preparing for CCIE certification or not.  Dynamic Host Control

Protocol (DHCP) enables you to automatically assign reusable IP addresses to DHCP clients. The Cisco IOS DHCP Server feature is

a full DHCP server implementation that assigns and manages IP addresses from specified address pools within the router to DHCP

clients. If the Cisco IOS DHCP Server cannot satisfy a DHCP request from its own database, it can forward the request to one or

more secondary DHCP servers defined by the network administrator.  Download&#160; | Size: 80 MB   [This hidden password
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